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DUALITY ON COMPLEX SPACES

by ALDO ANDREOTTI and ARNOLD KAS

This paper has grown out of a seminar held at Stanford by us on the
subject of Serre duality [20]. It should still be regarded as a seminar rather
than as an original piece of research. The method of presentation is as
elementary as possible with the intention of making the results available
and understandable to the non-specialist. Perhaps the main feature is the

introduction of Oech homology; the duality theorem is essentially divided
into two steps, first duality between cohomology and homology and then
an algebraic part expressing the homology groups in terms of well-known
functors. We have wished to keep these steps separated as it is only in
the first part that the theory of topological vector spaces is of importance.

Malgrange [12] first obtained for manifolds an extension of Serre duality
making use of the theory of division of distributions. Here a proof not
involving the use of that theory is given. The proof is not very different
from one given by Suominen [28]. In his proof, although homology is not
used explicitly, it is there between the lines.

For complex spaces, the duality theorem has appeared recently in a

paper of Ramis and Ruget [17] in the language of derived categories. Here,
however, for any coherent sheaf 7, we introduce a sequence of coherent

sheaves (9) and, dually, a sequence of « co-coherent » cosheaves 
which enable us to write some spectral sequences converging respectively
to the homology or cohomology groups with values in the dual cosheaf 7.
of 9 or, respectively, with values in 9. The connection of these objects with
the dualising complex of Ruget and Ramis is given at the end and was

suggested to us by C. Banica and O. Stanasila; to them we also want to
express our warmest thanks for the tedious task of revising this paper.

Pervenuto alla Redazione l’ 11 Marzo 1970 e in forma definitiva il 25 Ottobre 1971.
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The idea of using homology is already in a paper of Kultze [11]. The
use of the open mapping theorem of Raikov [16], Schwartz [19] and Mar-
tineau [13] simplify the exposition at some point.

The second part of this paper (§ 9) has been revised after completion
of the manuscript to present an exposition as self-contained as possible.

Results of duality between the separated groups of cohomology and

homology can be obtained under less strict assumptions using an improved
form of the duality lemma (cf. [5] and [17]).

~ 

CHAPTER 1. PRELIMINARIES

§ 1. Dual Families of Supports.

1. Duat Families of Supports. a) Let X be a locally compact and pa-
racompact space. By a family of supports 0 on X we mean a collection of
closed subsets of .~ such that

(i) if 8 E 4$ then any closed subset of S is in 0

(ii) every finite union of subsets of 4$ is in 0.

By the d2cal family of 4Y we mean the family P of all closed subsets

of X with the property

It is clear that !P is also a family of supports.
b) A family of supports 0 is called a paracompactifying family if

moreover it satisfies the following condition

(iii) every S E has a closed neighborhood U (S) E 0.
The dual family P of a paracompactifying family is not necessarily a

paracompactifying family of supports.

It is a paracompactifying family of supports. The set
belongs to the dual farnily W but no neighborhood of S is in W.
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c) We will restrict our consideration to dual families of supports
obtained by the following procedure.

-

Consider a 2 point compactification of the space X.

By this we mean a topological structure on X u 10 1 u 11 which is Hausdorff’

compact with a countable basis for open sets and agrees on X with the

natural topology of X.
-

Consider on X the Urysohn with

1-1

and satisfying the condition 0 C g 1 throughout X.
We then consider the families of supports

Then 0 and P are both paracompactifying families of supports on X each
one the dual of the other.

EXAMPLES. (1) If  u 10) is the AlexandrofF compactification of X and
1*1

if X is the disjoint union of X u 10) and ill then 0 is the family of all
closed subsets of X while Vf is the family of all compact subsets of X.

(2) Let Z be a topological space g : Z - 1R a proper continuous
-

function on Z and X === J2’ E Z I 0  g (z) C 11 then taking for . the space
obtained from {0  g ~ 1{ by collapsing (g = 0) into JO) and Ig = 1) into
{ 1 { we obtain as dual families of supports

Note 1. Without explicit mention in the sequel any family (P or ~’ of sup-

ports will be assumed of this form (*).
Note 2. Closed support will be denotes with the suffix c, compact supports

will be denoted with the suffix k.

§ 2. Preliminaries on Topological Vector Spaces.

spaces. These spaces have been explicitly intro-

duced in [8, 12, 2]. We recall briefly their definition and their main pro-
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perties. A locally convex topological vector space F is called a space of

Fr6chet-Schwartz (FS) if it satisfies the following assumptions :

(i) F is metrisable, its topology being defined by a sequence E in
of seminorms on which we can make the assumption

(ii) F is complete (i. e., F is a Fr6chet space),

(iii) Given B &#x3E; 0 and n h 1 we can find a finite number of points
at , ... , ak in F such that

PROPOSITION 1. Let F be a space of then

(a) every bounded subset of F is relatively compact,
(b) every closed subspace of F is a space of 
(c) every quotient of F by a closed subspace is a space of Fréchet-

Schwartz. For the proof see [2], [8].

PROPOSITION 2. Let F’ be the strong dual of a space F of Fréchet-
Schwartz (DFS) then F’ is an inductive limit of a sequence of Banach spaces

Bi C ... ,

P’ = lim Bn , (and the injective maps B,~ -+ are compact).

This proposition is due to Sebastiao e Silva [22].

PROPOSITION 3. Let F’ be the strong dual of a space F of Fréchet-

Schwartz..Let Z be a closed subspace of F’. Then
(a) Z is topologically isomorphic to the strong dual of i

(b) is topologically isomorphic to the strong dual of ZO

In particular both Z and h"/Z are strong duals of spaces of Fréchet-
Schwartz.
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PROOF. (a) Let 3 E Z, then 3 is a continuous linear map 3 : 
with the property that 3 ( Z ° = 0 thus 3 defines an element 3 of (F/Z°I’ =
= Hom cont (I) and we have

If converges zero this means that, for every closed convex boun-
ded set jB c F, sup ~ (B) 2013~ 0. Let b be a convex bounded set of F/Z°.
There exists a closed convex bounded set B c .F whose image is b. This

follows from the fact that F is Fréchet-Schwartz so that bounded sets are

relatively compact. Then it follows that sup 3~ (b) ~ 1-+ 0, i. e., the map

Z-~ (FIZ 0)’ is continuous. Conversely if for every b closed convex bounded

in F/Z° sup 3« (b) I -~ 0 then for every bounded closed convex set B in F
we have also sup 3« (B) 2013~ 0 since the image of B in FjZo is bounded.

(b) The natural map a : F’ -+ (ZO)’ = Hom cont (ZO, (t) which asso-

ciates to h E F’, is continuous for the strong topologies and su-

rjective. Its kernel is Z°° = Z, thus a continuous one-to-one surjective map

The first of these spaces as a quotient of a space ECJ is a space and

the second is space as strong dual of Frdehet Schwartz. Therefore
T is also an isomorphism topologically (cf. [8] p. 271).

3. Open Mapping Theorem. a) A Souslin space is a topological space
which is the continuous image of a complete, matric, separable space. Clo-

sed subsets and continuous images of Souslin spaces are also Souslin spaces.
For Souslin topological vector spaces one has the following useful theorems.

THEOREM any Hausdorff-topological vector space.
Let F be any locally convex Souslin topological vector space.
Let v: F -+ E be a continuous linear map. Then if Im v is non meager

(i. e., of 2d category) then v is surjective and open.
This theorem is useful if we know that v is surjective and .E is itself

of 2d category (for instance, .E a Frechet space) (cfr. [13]).

EXAMPLE. Let .bC be a separable Hilbert space. Take F = .g with its

natural Hilbert-space topology and E == ~ with the weak topology. Take
for v the identity map. Obviously v is continuous but not open. Thus H

with its weak topology is of 1st category. This fact is of easy direct veri-

fication.

b) A second type of open mapping theorem is the following.
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THEOREM 2. Let .E be a locally convex topological vector space which is

an inductive limit of Banach spaces.
Let F be a locally convex Souslin topological vector space.
Let u : be a continuous linear map. Then if u is surjective u is

also open.
This theorem is particularly useful in the category of locally convex

topological vector spaces which are both Souslin and inductive limits of

Banach spaces. In this category of spaces surjective and open surjective
are synomymous (cf. [24]).

v

3. Cech Homology.

4. Precosheaves. a) A precosheaf on a topological space X is a covariant
functor

from the category of open to the category of abelian groups.
If is an inclusion of open subsets in X, we thus have a homomorphism

with the conditions that, if open sets, we must have

Given two precosheaves on

is a collection of group-homomorphisms

such that for V we get a commutative diagram
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EXAMPLE. If CJ is a sheaf of abelian groups, setting 
(where Tk denotes compactly supported sections) with natural injection maps

D ( U ) -~ .~ ( Y ) for V, we obtain a precosheaf.

REMARK. We may introduce in an analogous manner precosheaves of

sets, of rings, etc. Also, we may wish not to use the whole class of open
sets of X but a privileged subclass W provided it satisfy the following
property :

« for every open covering C’J1 of X we can find a refinement by sets of cW ».

b) be an open covering of X. We say that CJ1 is

locally finite if each compact subset meets a finite number of Ujls: this
implies that the nerve 9~ (~) of this covering is a locally finite complex.

Let ClJ = JD(~7), I be a precosheaf on X, we set

and define

by

and equivalently by

for any From (**) it is clear that the definition is

meaningful even if CJ1 is not locally finite

of symplices of the nerve of CJ1. Then Cq (CJ1, is the chain group of the
complex % ) with coefficients in the local system
With loose notations

is the usual operator :

From the previous remark we derive the folloving conclusion :
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We define &#x26;_1 = 0 so that we

get a chain complex:

Its homology will be denoted by ~ "’
Note that we have an augmentation 8:

r is a refinement of the covering (

any refinement function ) we get a simplicial map

Correspondingly we get a chain map and therefore a homomorphism

This map 1". is independent of the choice of the refinement function. Indeed
if z’ : J 2013~ I is another such function the simplicial maps r and z’ are

C)i ().near (i. e.~ and z’ ( j) lie in a simplex of Thus

they are homotopic and therefore have the same effect on homology.
Explicitly the homotopy operator

c) Given an exact sequence of precoscheaves and homomorphisms

for any covering CJ1 we obtain an exact sequence of complexes.

and therefore an exact homology sequence:
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(d) We can define
H.

the limit being taken over all locally finite coverings. We will call 

the q-th homology group of X with coefficients in the precosheaf CD.
Note that we can take the limit over a family of coverings which is

cofinal to the family of all coverings of X.
Given an exact sequence of precosheaves (1) we deduce from it a se-

quence of order 2 (the composition of two successive maps is zero) which,
however, may no longer be exact:

5. Homology with Supports. a) We assume that X is a locally compact
paracompact space with a countable basis of open sets. This assumption
will always be made in the following sections.

Let CJ1 be a locally finite covering and let be a pre-

cosheaf. Instead of the complex introduced in the previous section we can
define a new complex by setting

and define the boundary operator

by the formula analogous to (*) or (**) of the previous section. From its

very expression (**) this definition is meaningful and we obtain a chain

complex

whose homology will be denoted by H; (W, Q) for q = 0, 1, ....
b) Let 0 and 1J! denote dual families of supports as defined in sec-

tion 1, by means of a continuous function 99: .~--~ (0,1):
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A locally finite covering of X will be called adapted to the
given pair of dual families of supports if the following conditions are sa-

tisfied

(i) E r Ui is compact

(ada,pted to ~).

.. (adapted to 

Locally finite adapted coverings are cofinal to all coverings.
Let y be a presheaf on X and CD a precosheaf on X. We consider for

each q &#x3E; 0 to groups

~ we define

and

If the covering 0~ is adapted to the families of supports 0 and Q (as we
will always assume) then the coboundary and respectively the boundary

(2) Given Sapp ( f ) as it is defined here may be different (actually lar-
ger) than the support of f as defined in Godement ([6], p. 208). However, if 
in our sense then in the sense of Godement and conversely. This ib due to
the fact that CJ1 is adapted to 4T.
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operators induces maps

Therefore we get new complexes and corresponding cohomology and homo-
logy groups that we will denote by

We define and.

limits to be taken over all adapted coverings.

REMARK. If 4S is the family of all closed sets and thus Q that of

compact sets then we obtain again the definitions of H q (~, ~ ) and Hq 

c) Let C)1 be adapted to 4Y and W and set for s =1 ~ 2, ...

We can define a sequence of injections

by identifying the left-hand group to a direct factor of the right-hand group:

and similarly for 
We get in this way that
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d) In a similar manner we can define maps

by setting

and we obtain in this way that

An analogous argument can be given for cohomology if we use the coho-

mology groups with compact supports

6. Cosheaves. a) Let X be a topological space and let CJAY be a privi-
leged class of open sets on X.

A precosheaf CD = defined on LU9 is called a cosheaf if for
any open set S~ E c49 and any covering of Q we have an exact

sequence : ,

where is defined as follows :

and D (0) ~.. 0. For a cosheaf we have therefore that for every 0 E CU9

for any choice of the covering 
b) A cosheaf

cally finite covering

called a fine cosheaf if for any lo-

and any open set V E CU9 a system
of homomorphisms

is given such that
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(iii) for V c W both open and in CU9 we have a commutative diagram

-1

Note that condition (i) is automatically satisfied if X is locally compact and
a family of relatively compact open sets.

PROPOSITION 4. Let X be locally compact paracompact, let 1]’ be a family
of supports and let CJf c be any adapted locally finite covering to the fa-
mily of supports ~~ (cf. n. 5).

For any fine cosheaf ~D = ID (U), we have

PROOF. Let we define

by

where stands for . We get, with slightly loose notations,

Therefore
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c) Let cS denote a sheaf on X. We set for U open in X

where Tk denotes sections with compact support. For U c V we get natural

injection maps

In this way to any sheaf 0 on X we associate a precosheaf C7) (c3) « CD =
= ~D ( TT ), i u J. This precosheaf has the property :

(*) for every ~I open the map

is injective.
A precosheaf having property (*) is called a flabby precosheaf (cf. [3]).

PROPOSITION õ. (a) If c5 is a soft sheaf the associated precosheaf CD (c5)
is a cosheaf (which is also flabby).

(b) For any family of supports P and any adapted locally finite cove-
ring CJ1 to P toe have

PROOF. For every set n Uiqwe de6ne the sheaf

These sheaves are soft. We get an exact sequence of sheaves

where the boundary operators a are defined by the usual formula

(3) By I I d ... we mean the sheaf whose stalk at each point is the direct sum of the
stalks of the sheaves c5....
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where Oi0... iq -+ C5 io . 
is the natural inclusion. The sheaves of the

B)"- ’o .."h .."q

sequence are all soft sheaves and the sequence is exact since at each point
x E ~ the stalks give the homology of a k-simplex with coefficients in 
k being the number of sets Ui containing x. Applying to the sequence
the functor 17~ we get an exact sequence of groups. Now we remark that

since on each U; n ... n Uiq, being relatively compact, one must have

This proves the second assertion. In particular we get -

= r, (X, 5). If ’ is the family of compact supports we obtain therefore
the exactness of

which shows that the precosheaf CD (c5) is a cosheaf.

The following is a remarkable theorem due to Bredon [3].

THEOREM 3. Every flabby cosheaf is of the form ~D (cS) for a unique sof
sheaf c5.

d) We mention a very mild form of the analog of de Rham theorem

THEOREM 4. Let I be a cosheaf. Suppose that

is a sequence of cosheaves and homomorphisms.
Let I Uil be an open covering of X adapted to the family of supports

P with the following _properties :

(ii) On every open set U = Ui 0 n .., n Uiqwe have an exact sequence

Then we get
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In particular for compact supports we get

which is a sort of de Rham and Leray theorem.

REMARK. We omit here the discussion of existence of an acyclic (and
in particular flabby) «resolution» of a cosheaf.

7. The Leray Theorem on Acyclic Coverings (cf. [21]). Let lD =

be a cosheaf. Let be a family of supports and let e I

q9 = be two locally finite open coverings of ~ adapted to 1JF. As

the case may be, it may be necessary to do everything with a privileged
class CW of open sets. We refrain from mentioning it in the sequel since
the changes only amount to a more pedantic notation and lengthier state-
ments.

We define a double complex associated with 19, CJ1, C)Y and !If as follows:

where sp denotes a p-simpleg of C)f (c2t) and Gq a q.simplex of (C)J).
We define

by

and similarly for We have

Set

Thus 0;: = il is a complex with respect to

(b} We now assume that the covering CW = CJ1 n c-9 is also locally finite
so that on each the covering 0~ induces a finite covering CJ1 n Va .
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With this condition we get in particular :

and especially for p = 0

because is a cosheaf.

We obtain therefore a natural surjection

given by

We extend this surjection on the whole complex C"’ by setting êqe = 0 on

PROPOSITION 6. Suppose that

then the natural surjection

as a homomorphism of complexes induces an isomorphisrn irc homology.

(4) By this we means that f has a representative in the cycle group

whose snpport is in Q.

2. Annali della Scuola Norm. Sup. di Pisa.
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PROOF. We consider the exact sequence

where Kpq = Ker This can be considered as an exact sequence of

complexes either if we consider on Cv as boundary operator or d. Note

that 801. = 0 on the third complex.
In the first instance the assumption tells us that Hpq (K* , = 0

qh 0. The conclusion amounts to proving instead that 

Set is an increasing se-

quence of subcomplexes with respect to d and

By the exact sequence

(diff. operator d)
we get :

because of the assumption; thus

This concludes the proof.

COROLLARY. If for every Oq E cy¿ (%°) we have

then

is an isomorphism.

LEMMA. If E ~ is a covering of a space Y and if for
Wi o = Y then for any precosheaf CD we get

We set We consider the two refine-
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ment functions for CU9 

They induce on the same homomorphism which must therefore
be the identity. However the second of these homomorphisms factors as
follows :

Since H, ( ~V’~ = 0 for p &#x3E; 0 we get the conclusion.

(c) In particular if  CJ1, it follows from the lemma that the as-

sumptions of the corollary are satisfied and thus

and any cosheaf If).
We need now to prove that, for cl9 C we have the following

PROPOSITION 7. If then the homomorphism

coincides with the map induced by a refinement function for q9  C)1.

We can write

We must have

Also thus (since q9  ~) i

and so on.

We get
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We set

Note that the can be so chosen that supp E tp for every j. By direct
calculation we get

Since our contention is proved. We conclude

with the following.

THEOREM 5. Let cY = i , C)J = be locally finite coverings
of X by relatively compact open subsets of X and adapted to the family of
supports 1J!. Let ~D be a cosheaf on X.

We assume that

(i) fl’  CJL
(ii) Hq n IT$ , = 0 for every simp lex s E and for every q &#x3E; 0.

Then the natural map 
---

is an i30morphism for every n ;~&#x3E; 0.

In particular, if there exists a family gya = E ra of locally finite
coverings by open relatively compact subsets of X adapted to P con-

dition (ii) and such that
(iii) for every open covering CU9 of X there, exists an a such that

then the natural map

i8 an isomorphism for every n -_&#x3E; 0.

REMARK. The fact that Cb is a cosheaf needs only to be verified
on every set Va for the coverings
on every set ITs for the covering (

Since p~ and IT~ are relatively compact, these coverings are finite.
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v

§ 4. Cech hoinology on complex spaces.

8. The dual cosheaf of a coherent sheaf. a) Let ..r be a (reduced) com-
plex space for which we will assume that it has a countable basis for

open sets.

We will denote by CU9 the class of all open subsets of X which are

relatively compact and holomorphically complete (i. e. Stein). We take 9V
as the priviledged class of open sets. All notions will be referred to this

priviledged class without explicit reference to CU9. Given dual families of

supports one can always find coverings cW which are adapted. In fact
there always exist adapted coverings as easily follows from
the fact that a two point compactification of X is a metrisable space. Let

CJ1’ be the family of open Stein sets contained in some Any locally
finite covering ~ extracted from CJ1’ has the desired property.

Let 0 denote the structure sheaf on X and let 9 be any coherent

analytic sheaf of 0 modules.
It is known that for any open set U the space 0) with the to-

pology of uniform convergence on compact sets is a complete metric space
and indeed a space of Fréchet-Schwartz.

For any open set ~T E ~? we can find a surjective homomorphism

and thus a surjective map

It is known that there exists a unique structure of a space of Fr6chet-
Schwartz such that, for any presentation (1) the corresponding linear map
a. between topological vector spaces is continuous.

We will always consider the presheaves (1~’ (u, 0), rp ~ ; ir (U, I
endowed with their natural structure of presheaves of Fréchet-Schwartz.

b) For every tT E ~W we define

i. e. 97* (U) is the topological dual of the space If U c V, to the
restriction map. r ~ -~ r(U, 9) corresponds by transposition a
linear continuous map
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We obtain in this way a precosheaf

that will be called the dual of the sheaf 7.

PROPOSITION 8. (a) For any coherent sheaf 7 the dual precosheaf 97, is

a cosheaf
(b) For any Q E CU9 and arcy locally finite covering CJ1 c CU9 of Q we

have

PROOF. We may assume X = S~ without loss of generality and sim-
plification of notations.

Consider the sequence

This is a sequence of Fr4chet spaces (since ~ is countable) which is exact
since .~ = S~ is Stein. Thus by going to the topological duals we also get
an exact sequence (cf. n. 10). This exact sequence is the homology sequence

Indeed

Hom cont

and moreover, by the very exactness of (~), it follows that all maps in the

sequence are topological homomorphisms.
The exactness of the sequence (**) proves the two contentions of the

proposition.

c) The dual cosheaf õ* of the structural sheaf Ô will be called the
structural cosheaf. For every U, will be endowed with the topology
of the strong dual of the space of Fr6chet-Schwartz 0).

COREMARK. 0==(0( is a cosheaf of « coalgebraa compatible
with the topological structure.
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Similarly for any coherent sheaf 9 the dual cosheaf 9. (U) for any
~ c CW can be endowed with the structure of the strong dual of the space
of Fr£chet. S chwartz r { D~, ~ ).

COREMARK. ~ coherent) is a cosheaf of comodules

over 0, ; for every I~ we get

where a is a « 0,ceohomomorphism .

(c) If P is a family of supports and % c CU9 adapted to W is a locally
finite covering of ,~ we get by virtue of Leray theorem

for any dual 9. of a coherent sheaf 9.

CHAPTER 2. THE DUALITY THEOREM FOR COMPLEX SPACES

§ 5. Duality between homology and cohomology.

9. Homology and cohomology. a) Let X be a complex, 9 a coherent

sheaf on .g and ~~ the dual cosheaf. Let % be any locally finite Stein

covering of X. We consider the two lech complexes

whose respective homologies are (by Leray theorem)

In complex (I) we have
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As a countable product of spaces of Fréchet-Schwartz, it has with the

product topology again the structure of a space of Fréchet-Schwartz.
In complex (II) we have

This as topological vector space with the direct sum topology has the struc-
ture of the strong dual of i. e. the structure of the strong dual
of a space of Fr6chet Schwartz. (cf. [18] page 137 e 138 ; [8] page 264).

In both cases we are dealing with Souslin spaces, inductive limits of

Banach spaces ([24] page 556).
b) Let now 0 and Tf be dual families of supports and let c2t be a

locally finite Stein covering by relatively compact open sets, adapted to
the dual families of supports. We have now to consider the two Cech com-
plexes

We get in this case with the notations of section 5

the limit being a strict inductive limit of spaces of Frechet-Schwartz. With
the inductive limit topology we get a separated topology at the limit and
the space is again a Souslin space inductive limit of Banach spaces.

The strong dual of this inductive limit is topologically isomorphic with
the projective limit

[[18] page 140]. This again is a Souslin space as a closed subspace of a
countable product of Souslin spaces.

The bilinear form

of this dual pair of spaces is given as follows :
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where  ., . &#x3E; denote the natural pairing between r (Ui n ... n Uiq, J) and
7,, (Uio n... n Note that the sum involves only finitely many terms =4= 0.

From the other end we also have

which exhibits that on Cq (9~ 9~) there is also a topology inductive limit
of Banach spaces. In fact each space Cq (~s, J~) = 77 9~(~ . i)? as a
countable product of complete bornological spaces is a complete and bor-

nological space ([10] p. 387). Thus it is an inductive limit of Banach spaces
([10] p. 384). The same is therefore true for the space ’

LEMMA. The identity map - Oq1p (c2t, where the right hand

space is identified topologically with lim Cq (~8, 9~.) and the left hand with

lim 0. is a topological isomorphism.

PROOF. In view of the open mapping theorem, it is sufficient to prove
that the identity map

2013 --1--
is continuous. 

- -

Let C be a closed convex set in the target space such that, for every s

is a neighborhood of the origin in 9~). The sets C’s form a funda-

mental system of neighborhoods in the target space. For every s, C, = Kso
where Ks is a bounded set in the strong dual of 0; (CJ1" i. e., in

I B. I ,

Therefore a~ where g;o~~" iq is bounded in

where the product is finite and U; , ... , Uiqare in Now

remark that we can choose the bounded sets .Ko~~" ~q independently of the
index s, 

’° 
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borhood of the origin in that projective limit.

COROLLARY. The space Cq (w.ith the topology of the strong dual
of Souslin space inductive limit of Banach spaces.

10. The duality [ef. [20]]. Let

be a sequence of locally convex topological spaces and continuous linear

maps such that v o u = 0. Let

be the sequence of the dual spaces and corresponding transposed maps.
Then tu 0 tv = 0. We have a natural map

LEMMA, (a) The map always surjective
(b) if v is a topological homomorphis11J, then a is an isomorphism and

Im tv is weakly closed.

PROOF. (a) Given , linear and continuous we can lift it

to a continuous linear map A : Ker v - G with the property that A I Im u = 0.

By the Hahn-Banach theorem we can continuously extend A (t
- .11

so that A E B’. We show that A E Ker Indeed E A7 since u (A) E Ker v
we have

(b) The homomorphism a is defined by associating to every 1 E Ker tu
the continuous linear map I Ker v which vanishes on Im u. We thus
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have a continuous linear map

__ 

-

We have to show that Kero = First note that Im tv is weakly
closed since v is a topological homomorphism. Secondly we remark that
, 

-

if A E Ker lu n Ker a, so that I defines a linear map

which is continuous not only for the quotient topology of B/Ker v but also
for the induced topology on v (B) by C, because v is a topological ho-

-

momorphism. By Hahn-Banach we can extend A to a continuous linear map
p : C ~ ~. We claim that

This is obvious by the construction of p. This shows that

I’ll

But we have also Im tv c Ker a because if A = tv (fl) then I Ker v = 0
-

i. e. A E Ker o. In conclusion we get an exact sequence of continuous linear
maps: 1

-

This proves the lemma.

11. Duality theorems. a) Let . be a complex space. Let :f be a cohe-
rent analytic sheaf on . and let £4 be the dual cosheaf. Let 0, Tf denote
dual families of supports and let ~ be a locally finite Stein covering of
X by relatively compact open sets, adapted to the dual families of supports.

Applying the duality lemma to the complex

we get the following
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THEOREM (I). If in the sequence (I) aq is a topological homomorphis1n
then

I is separated if Im bq is closed,

is separated
and

PROOF. First we remark that image of 6q closed means that

H:+1 (~ ~) = H:+1 (~? ~) is separated. Also the dual complex of (I) is

the complex

as we have shown in section 9. Here aq = tbq as the transpose of a homo-
morphism has a weakly closed image, in particular closed, and therefore

) is separated.I.,II- I I B ,- 11 ,

The last statement follows from the duality lemma.

REMARK. The hypothesis that 6 q is a topological homomorphism is verified
in the following instance:

In fact, the spaces C~ (~, ~ ~, J) are Fr6chet spaces. Thus

for bq to be a homomorphism is equivalent to the closure of the image of

6q which is exactly the assumption of separation for ~~·
b) Similarly we can consider the complex

and we get the

THEOREM (II). If in the sequence (II) aq-1 is a topological homomorphism
then .

is separated if 1m åq-l in closed,

is separated
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and

PROOF. First we remark that if have closed image (X, ~~) -
is separated. The spaces C~ (~~ 7) as a strict inductive

limit of spaces of Féchet-Schwartz are reflexive spaces (since they are

Montel spaces). Thus the dual complex of (II) is the complex (I).
Here as the transpose of a topological homomorphism has a weakly

closed image. In particular ~~ (.~, ~ ) ~ I~~ (~, ~’ ) is separated.
The last part of the theorem follows from the duality lemma.

REMARK. The hypothesis that 8q-l be a topological homomorphism is ve-

rified in the following instance

4l = all closed sets and thus ~’ = all compact sets

PROOF. We have by assumption that (Cq is a closed subspace
of But (W, :1.) as a dual of Fr6chet-Schwartz has the

property that every closed subspace (in particular aq-1 (Cq I*)) is also

a dual of a space of Fr£chet.Schwartz. It follows then that aq-1: ~~)--~
--~ aq-1 ( Cq being a continuous surjective map is open. Thus aq-1
is a topological homomorphism.

v

§ 6. Cech homology and the functor Ext.

12. The functors ~gt and EXT. a) Let sheaves of 0-modules
on X, the sheaf associated to the presheaf

is denoted by c7Yomo G).
If 4l is any family of supports we set

if 4$ is the family of all closed sets the symbol 0 is omitted.
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b A sheaf of 0 modules 57 is called injective if for any short exact

sequence of sheaves of 0-modules

The sequence

is exact.

An injective sheaf is flabby ; for J injective 9(omo (7J, 9) is also flabby.
If in a short exact sequence (1) the sheaf ~’ is injective then the sequence
(1 ) splits.

c) Every sheaf of 0-modules q admits a resolution by injective
sheaves:

We define the sheaf

the definition being independent of the resolution of 9.
If 9 admits a resolution

by locally free sheaves then one has

One has the fallowing properties
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ii) If the sequence of sheaves of 0 modules

is exact we have an exact sequence of sheaves

iii) If the sequence of sheaves of 0-modules

is exact we have an exact sequence of sheaves

d) Analogously one defines, using a resolution (0), for any paracom-
pactifying family of supports P~

one has the following properties

ii) For an exact sequence of sheaves (2) we get an exact sequence

iii) For an exact sequence (1) we get an exact sequence

iv) There exists a spectral sequence . ) with
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be an exact sequence of sheaves of 0-modules and let 9 be any sheaf of Ô-
modules ;

then

PROOF. Split the resolution of g in short exact sequences :

where = Ker gi). Then apply the property ii) and the assumption.

REMARK. (a) If we call 9-coflat a sheaf C such that 

for q ~ 1, then part (a) of the proposition says that instead of an injective
resolution of 9 we may as well use a 7-coflat resolution to compute

(b) Analogously if we ca11 C globally coflat (with respect to 4S) if

~’, rc) = 0 for q &#x3E; 1, a resolution of g by globally 9-coflat sheaves
can be used to compute EXT, (.~, ~~ ~).

13. The functors êxt EXT on complex spaces. a) Let X be a com-
plex space. Let 9, q be sheaves 0 modules on X then (cf. Serre [21])

i) if J is a coherent sheaf then

and consequently
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ii) if y and g are coherent then

is a coherent sheaf

and consequently

(to prove this second property one uses a local free resolution of J and

applies the second definition of the functor êxtb (J, ).
b) Lot 9 and q be coherent sheaves on an open set U c Gn. We

assume that ~I is a domain of holomorphy (i. e. Stein) sufficiently small to
have on U free resolutions

LEMMA. 1. If are locally free sheaves then

and

PROOF. We have a spectral sequence coverging to 

whose term _-__ Hl (U; (~ ~)).
Since 7 is locally free = 0 if q h 1 and

= is a locally free sheaf. Since ~7 is Stein 1

by Serre duality. Hence = H: ( 5

PROOF. Splitting the resolution of 9 in short exact sequences

applying ii) of the previous section and lemma 1 we get for l h 1

3. Annali della Scuola Norm. Sup. di Pi8a.
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PROPOSITION 10. If g is a locally free sheaf we have

and an exact sequence for p - n

. 

PROOF. If p &#x3E; n the first statement follows from lemma 2. If p  n

we get, by splitting the resolution of J in short exact sequences

Finally for p = n using the same exact sequences we get the short exact

sequences (by virtue of lemma 2),

From these, the last part of the proposition follows.

COROLLARY. Let X be a complex manifold of dimension n..Let Qn denote
the sheaf of germs of holomorphic n-forms on X. Let F be any coherent sheaf
on X. For any sufficiently small Stein open set U c X we have

EgTx ( D~; Dn) N Horn cont (r ( ~, ~ ), C) = £4~ ( IT ).
’ 

PROOF. We have an exact sequence of Fr6chot spaces :

whose duals (by Serre duality) are given also topologically by
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Thus by dualising ~~) we get an exact sequence of topological vector spaces:

Therefore

c) The prechoseaves

be an injective resolution of ~. Let Z7 c V be open sets in X. We can con-

sider when 0 is the family of compact supports the two complexes

and the natural of the first complex into the second (which is an

injection). This diagram commutes thus we get a map in cohomology

It is clear then that is a precosheaf that we will de-

PROPOSITION 11. Let Y be a family of supports an adapted co-

vering for Then we have a spectral sequence

PROOF. We consider the double complex

We note that since fJq is injective Wom (:1, is a soft sheaf. Therefore

the precosheaf
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is a flabby cosheaf (no. 6 Proposition 5). Hence taking first the homology
with respect to the boundary operator 8C)f coming from the Oech complex
we get

Taking then the homology with respect to the boundary operator coming
from the resolution (1) we get that

Taking the boundary operators in the reverse order we get instead a se-
cond spectral sequence, converging to the same limit -whose term

14. Homology and EXT on complex manifolds

THEOREM 6. Let X be a complex manifold of pure dimension n and let

S denote the sheaf of germs of holomorphic n-form8. For any family Tf of
(5) and for any coherent sheaf 7 on X we have :

PROOF. We use the spectral sequence of proposition 11 

By proposition 10 (fxtq k (7 = 0 and for q = n we get on any
small Stein set U

as explicitly stated in the corollary to proposition 10. Thus

(5) As considered here cf. ~ 1 note 1.
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If Qt is a sufficiently small Stein covering adapted to P we thus get, since

9~. (U) is a cosheaf for which the covering is acyclic,

We must therefore have

! 7. Comparison of Topologies on Cohomology and Homology Groups,

15. De Rham topologies. cc) On the cohomology (and homology) groups
we have considered the topology inherited from the corresponding 6ech
complexes. However, via de Rham theorem the same groups can be obtained
as the cohomology of other complexes of topological vector spaces. These
topologies may be very different at the level of the cochain-complex but
have the tendency to give the same topology on the corresponding coho-

mology groups. We give here some criteria which enable us to establish

this fact.

By a complex of topological vector spaces we mean a graded complex
A ~ ~ ~ ~ An , d) having the following properties :

(i) each space A~, is a topological vector space over C with a Haus-
dorff topology :

(ii) for each n the differential map d : An+l is continuous.

For each n we consider the spaces 21, (A) of n.cocycles and 03n (A) of
n-coboundaries. Both spaces, as subspaces of An have natural structures of

topological vector spaces ; moreover, by the assumption (ii) 2~ (A) is a closed
subspace of An. On the cohomology group

we consider the quotient topology. If 0 : (A) ---~ Hn (A) is the natural

map, a set S in H n (A) is open if and only if 9-1 (S ) is open in 2:n (A).
With this structure Hn (A) is a topological vector space which however

may not be Hausdorff, the closure of zero being 9 (A)) which may be
larger than 0 = 8 (~~2 (A)). If A, B are complexes of topological vector

spaces and if

is a homomorphism of complexes which is continuous then the induced
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map

is also continuous.

IJEMMA. Let A, B, 0, be c01nplexes of topological vector spaces and let

be a short exact sequence of hom01norphisms of If« and ,8 are

topological homomorphisms then the connecting homomorphisms

- 11 - 
_ 

- I

are continuous.

PROOF. We want to prove that

where lilq = bq o 0, is a continuous linear map.
Consider the subspace and the continuous linear map

induced by the differential operator d : Bq -+ Bq+i . The image of do is con-
tained in a (A)) because it is contained in the kernel of fl (B o dfl =

on (0))) and it consists of cocycles. Since a is a topo-
logical isomorphism between Aq+l and 0153 obtain a continuous li-

near map d’ = o d~ :

Consider the composed map 0 o dp ~ ~O

Since 0 is continuous e is also continuous. Now
and, moreover,

In fact, for every a E Aq. Therefore

e can be factored as follow :
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where o is the natural projection map and where u is continuous if

p-l (Aq) is endowed with its quotient topology.
Since fl is a topological homomorphism with Ker fl = Im a, that factor

space, with its quotient topology can be topologically identified with

Zq (0). The map ft remains continuous, but, IA as a map from 2q (0) to
H q+l (A), by its very construction, coincides with liiq .

w

b) 6ech and Dolbeault cohomology. Let X be a complex manifold and
cff be a countable locally finite covering of X by open, relatively
compact Stein sets. Let 7 =-- CD (E) be a locally free sheaf on X, i. e., the 

°

sheaf of germs of holomorphic sections of a holomorphic vector-bundle B

on X.

Let denote the sheaf of germs of C °° forms of type ( ~, q)
with values in E. We have on X the Dolbeault resolution

Because the resolution is fine we have algebraically

Now because the covering % is acyclic.
Thus from the Oech complex for ck, inherits a topological

v

vector space structure that we denote by Hr Õ (E )). Also, the complex

( 1’ (~, ~°i ~ (.E )), a ~ is a complex of topological vector spaces and we can

endow the corresponding cohomology groups with a topological vector space
structure. Note that each space 

r (E)) has the structure of a Fr6chet
space.

PROPOSITION 12. The isomorphism

is a topological isomorphism.
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PROOF. Let ip for p = 0, 1, .... Since U Stein, the sequence
(1) gives an exact sequence

In it each map is a topological homomorphism. Splitting this sequence into
short exact sequences we get:

Taking the direct product over all U’s we get the exact sequences of Cech

complexes

In these complexes each space is a Fréchet space and the maps are

topological homomorphisms. In the corresponding cohomology sequences,
all maps are therefore continuous. In particular we get a sequence of con-
tinuous bijections :

and the exact sequences of topological vector spaces and continuous maps,

Note that also topologically. Therefore a con-
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tinuous bijection
- , - , -

In conclusion we have a continuous bijection

Let E I be a C °° partition of unity subordinate to the covering CJ1.
We define continuous mappings

by the mapping of cochains

where

J

These induce on cohomology the sequence of inverse mappings of the con-
tinuous bijections considered above. Therefore is also continuous.

c) The previous proof can be repeated substituting direct sums for
direct products. Indeed one has the following useful

LEMMA. Let An, Bn, n = 1, 2, 3, ... be two sequences of topological vector
spccces over (t and let An --~ Bn be a sequence of topological hornomor-

Then

is a topological homomorphism. 

PROOF. Let n = 1, 2, 3, ... be a sequence of locally convex spaces.
Let be a neighborhood of the origin in Cn which is convex and balan.
ced. Let W = il Wn ; it is convex balanced and a neighborhood of the
origin in C = as W n 0. = Wn.

We claim that if the sets Wn describe a fundamental system of neigh-
borhoods of the origin in C~z then W describes a fundamental system of

neighborhoods of the origin in C. Indeed, by definition, the convex balanced
envelope Wn) of the set u in C, describe a fundamental system of
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neighborhoods of the origin in C. Now

is a neighborhood of the origin of the type of W and moreover 1’( u Wn).
Let be a neighborhood of the origin in convex and ba-

lanced. By assumption there exists a convex balanced neighborhood of the

origin Y~ C Bn such that Wn == 0 (A~) n Vn. Therefore if U = I I ~~ ,

where A = I I This shows A - 4l (A) is open.

COROLLARY. The isomorphism

is topological.

PROOF. Let be a sequence of compact subsets of .~ such that
0

Ki+l , U .~~ = X. If we set

with the induced topology from we obtain a Fr6chet space. The

topology on is defined as the inductive limit topology

The only thing that needs proof is that the bijection

is a topological isomorphism. Now the target space is Souslin inductive

limit of Banach spaces, the source space is also a Souslin space as a clot

sed subspace of We need only to verify that the map (*) is

continuous. This verification is left to the reader.

d) } Cech and Dolbeault homology. Let .E ~ be the dual bundle of .E

and let denote the space of currents of type (r, s) with values
in .E~ and compact support in U (U open in X). We have
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as each such space (U) has a structure of a dual of a space of

Frechet S chwartz.

Let 0~(~7) } denote the dual cosheaf of the sheaf 0(~7). By dualising
the sequence (2) we get on U Stein an exact sequence

in which each map is a topological homomorphism. Replacing direct products
with direct sums in the proof of the previous proposition one obtains the
following

PROPOSITION 13. The isomorphism

topological isomorphism.

REMARK : Using the fact that a product of topological homomorphisms
is a topological homoniorphism, one can prove a statement corresponding
to the corollary to proposition 12 for homology with closed supports.

The previous propositions can be extended to the case of any
coherent sheaf making use of the theorem of division of distributions of

Lojasiewicz and Malgrange [12]. For the sake of completeness we recall the
basic facts.

Let CP (Q) denote the space of distributions with values in CP on the

open set If denotes the space of C °° functions with values

in ~~ and compact support in Q, topologized with the usual inductive

limit topology, then rcP (D) denotes the strong dual of (f 0 v (S~). Let us also
denote by the ring of formal power series with center in a

and complex coefficients. Let (S~) denote the ring of complex valued real
analytic functions in S~.

The theory of division of distributions is based on the following two
theorems (cf. [12] for references).

THEOREM OF WHITNEY. Let 0rl be a closed submodule of the Frechet

space of 000 functions in ,~ with values in and let f E (fP (4li). A
necessary and sufficient condition for f E 0rl is that

(6) This spotion and the following one are never used in the seqnel.
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for every a the Taylor series ta (f ) of f with center at a is the Taylor
series of some elerne-nt in 

THEOREM OF LOJASIEWICZ-MALGRANGE. Let A be a p &#x3E;C q-inatrix with
elements in gi (Q) and let c5 E ’CP (D). The equation

admits a solution X E (S~) if and only if for any vector G = (gi , ..., gr)
with components -(71 (Q) and such that GA --_ 0 we also have GcS = 0.

By transposition and using the theorem of Whitney one deduces the

following corollaries

COROLLARY 1. The linear map

given by f -+ Af, has a closed image.

COROLLARY 2. Given f E êp the equation

admits a solution (£2) if and only if for every a E Q the equation

-1 1 -11 1

admits a solution X E 

Let us now suppose that ~ (tn and let 0 be the structure sheaf

of using the fact that for every x E ~x is a flat ring over from

the previous corollary one deduces the following

FLATNESS THEOREM. The of germs of C°° complex valued func-
tions is Ojlat (i. e., V x E ê0153 is a flat Ox-module).

Let now .~ be a complex manifold, we consider on ~’ the Dolbeault

resolution (1) (with E = trivial bundle)

Let y be any analytic sheaf on X. From the flatness theorem one deduces
that the following sequence of sheaves is also exact:
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Since the sheaves are fine sheaves we thus have

Let us now suppose that F is coherent. 1.,et U be an open set of X
on which we have an exact sequence of the form

LEMMA. Applying to the sequence (2) the functor
an exact sequence

PROOF. Split the sequence (2) in two short exact sequences

By tensoring these sequences with they remain exact by the flatness
theorem. Writing the cohomology sequences of the exact sequences thus

obtained we get

and

are fine sheaves thus their first cohomology
groups vanish. From the short exact sequences that we obtain, follows the
contention of the lemma.

Now has a natural structure of Frechet space and by Corol-

lary 1 the image of the map

is closed. Therefore on r (U, £F@ we can introduce the quotient topo-
logy derived from (*) which makes that space a Fr6chet space.
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If we have on P" another resolution

there exists a linear map 10 given by a matrix
with C °° entries such that the diagram

is commutative. By the open mapping theorem it follows that the topology
introduced on is independent of the choice of the resolution (2).

If W c U then the restriction map

is a continuous map.

Moreover, from the commutative diagram

it follows that the operator

is continuous. 

Let be a countable covering of X by relatively compact
Stein open sets. From the exact sequence

we see that as the kernel of 6 has the structure of a Fr6chet
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space. Since the restriction homomorphisms are continuous that topology is
independent of the choice of the covering.

In conclusion, the spaces

have natural structures of Fr6chet spaces and the operators a are therefore
continuous.

Applying the argument of proposition 12 we then obtain

PROPOSITION 12’. Let 9 be a coherent sheaf on X. The identity maps
on cohomology groups

are topological isomorphisms.

f) Similar considerations can be developed for homology groups.
We limit ourself to some brief indications.

We consider the exact sequence of sheaves

where

Let tT be a relatively compact Stein open set on which 7 admits a
resolution (2). Taking sections we get an exact sequence of Fr6chet spaces
and continuous maps :

is endowed with the topology of the coker f 1’ (U, -+

The map i is continuous as the composed map

is continuous.

By dualising (3) we get an exact sequence of topological vector spaces
(duals of Frdehet Schwartz) and continuous maps,

where Ai’== Hom cont (~( ~ (~).
Let be the sheaf of germs of currents of type

can verify that
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It follows that (4) gives a resolution of the cosheaf 9. by flabby co-
sheaves. From here the situation is completely analogous to the one deve-

loped before.
It is worth noticing that the sheaf c)( is a coflat sheaf. One obtains

thus the following

PROPOSITION 13’. Let 9be a, coherent sheaf on X. Then the isomorphism

is a topological isomorphism.

16. Cohomology with compact supports. a) This type of cohomology, and
dually homology with closed supports presents some unpleasant features
that we are able to overcome with a different type of argument.

Let g be a compact set in en and let be a fundamental se-

quence of neighborhoods of K. We set

where each is endowed with its natural Fr6chet topology and
where has the topology of the considered inductive limit. The topo-
logy of 0 (K) is independent of the choice of the sequence (Ws) and is the

topology of a strong dual of a space of Fr6chet-Schwartz ([8] p. 315 and 337).
If are open bounded in ~’~ then the natural restriction maps

are continuous.

By a Stein compact set K we mean a compact set having a fundamental
sequence of neighborhoods each of which is Stein.

Let 9 be a coherent sheaf defined in a neighborhood of K, 9 admits
a presentation of the form

From (1) we deduce an exact sequence
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In the sequence (2) the spaces C~~ (X) and ôq (K) are strong duals of
Fréchet-Schwartz and a,~ is continuous.

LEMMA 1. In the sequence (2) Im a* = Ker ê. i~ closed.

PROOF. For x E .g let ~tx denote the maximal ideal of the ring 0~ .
Consider the composite linear mapping, for each positive integer k,

where Ak is the natural map and where p§ is induced by 8,.
The second and third spaces are finite dimensional over C and IA k is

C linear and therefore continuous. Also Xk is continuous since for each W,
the composite map 

’

is continuous being the evaluation at x of a function of r with

all its partial derivatives up to order k included.

Therefore ë: = k o lfj is continuous and consequently ger Ex ls closed.
By Krull’s theorem we have

Therefore Ker e* is closed.
We can therefore consider on 9~(K) the topological structure of coker

B~ which makes 7(K) into a strong dual of a space of Fréchet-Schwartz.
One verifies as usual that this structure is independent of the ° choice of

the resolution (1). Note that the topological structure must coincide

with the inductive limit topology lim F (W.,, iF) as the natural map
-+

is continuous, the source space being Souslin and the target space inductive
limit of Banach spaces.

These considerations can be extended to compact Stein subsets K of
a complex space X either directly or by making use of an imbedding of
g into some compact Stein subset of some numerical space. We thus have:

4. Annali della Scuola Norm. Sup. di Pi8a.
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PROPOSITION 14. Let .K be a compact Stein subset of a complex space
X having a fundamental sequence of Stein neighborhoods · Let F be
a coherent sheaf on X. Then the topological inductive limit

has a natural structure of a strong dual of a space of Fréchet-Schwartz.

(b) Let X be a complex space and let J be a coherent sheaf on X :
Let K be a compact Stein subset of X. We define

If V,= U are open Stein subsets of .~ whose closure V c TI are compact
Stein, we get continuous maps :

And therefore, by transposition, continuous maps

We can thus consider the presheaf J:

defined on the class QV’ of all relatively compact Stein subsets U of X

with Stein closure. Dually we can consider on 9V’ the precosheaf g.

be a countable locally finite covering of X with

. We can consider the Cech complexes

which are dual of each other. Both are topological complexes; in the first
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the cochain groups

have the structure of strong duals of Fréchet-Schwartz; in the second the
chain groups

have the structure of spaces of Fréchet-Schwartz.

LEMMA 2. Let S be an open Stein subset of X with Stein compact clo-
sui-e. Let CJ1 = I be a finite covering of Q by Stein open subsets zcith

compact Stein closures. Then

PROOF. Let I -Wi(’)) be a fundamental sequence of Stein neighborhoods
of if, and a fundamental sequence of Stein neighborhoods of Q. It is

no restriction to assume that = U W~n~ . .
The sequences

are exact since !JCn) is Stein. Taking the inductive limits for n --~ oo we

get an exact sequence

This proves the first part of the lemma.
Now we remark that in the above sequence, since the covering CJ1 is

finite, each space is a strong dual of a space of Fr6chet-Schwartz. Therefore
all maps in the sequence, being continuous are topological homomorphisms.

We can therefore apply the duality lemma and we obtain an exact
sequence

n z

(each space being a Fr6chet space and each map being a topological homo-
morphi8m).

This proves the second part of the lemma.
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COROLLARY 1. are locally finite coverings of X extracted

fro1n c)V’ therc we have continuous bijections for any q &#x3E; 0,

PROOF. Let us prove the first of these statements. We can select lo-

cally finite coverings extracted from and cl9 such that

We have then a sequence of continuous maps

By the Leray theorem hence

is surjective.

By lemma 2, we can apply the Leray theorem (see the remark after theo-

rem 5) to the presheaf ~~ thus Hl iF) --+ J) is injective.
The other statements are proved in the same way.

COROLLARY 2. (a) If for every locally finite countable covering C)1 c CW’
the spaces Hkq (~, ~ ) (or the spaces Hk (~, ~ ~) are Hausdorff, then the spaces

= 7) == are topologically isomorphic and have

the structure of a strong dual of a space of Fréchet-Schwartz.
(b) If for every locally finite countable covering C)1 c the spaces

,Hq CJ:.) (or the spaces Hq" ~’~)) are Hausdorff, then the spaces H; (~, i5*) =-

_ ~Iq ,C)1, f~~) = H§ (X, are topologically isomorphic and have the structure

of a space of Fréchet-Schwartz.

PROOF. (a) If is locally finite countable, cg c and if q9 
we have continuous bijections
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Therefore the spaces (or are also Hausdorff. But then

has a structure of strong dual of a space of Fréchet-Schwartz.

Therefore, since is a Souslin space, the continuous bijection
is a topological isomorphism. Hence for every C)1

the spaces and are strong duals of Fr£chet schwartz.
Since continuous bijections among spaces of this type are topological iso-

morphisms, the assertion follows.
(b) The argument is the same with only formal changes.

ADDITION TO THEOREM I. If separated, then 
is also and

PROOF. Replace in the argument of Theorem I the complexes (I) and
(II) by the complexes (I’) and (II").

Similarly, we get the following

ADDITION TO THEOREM II. If for every locally finite covering CJ1 c cW’

the spaces .gq 1 7,,) are separated. Then i4~) is separated and

HI (~, ~ ) is separated. Moreover

§ 8. Some applications.

18. Duality on q-pseudoconvex manifolds. Let X be a q-pseudoconvex
manifold of finite dimension and let J be any coherent shear
on X.

The behavior of cohomology groups on .g is given by the following
theorem which we borrow from [1].

THEOREM 7. (a) If X is a q-pseudoconvex space then for any coherent

sheaf 7 
-

(b) If X is q complete then for any coherent sheaf 9

Applying Theorem (I) we obtain the following
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COROLLARY 1. (a) If X is then for any coherent sheaf iF

and

(b) If X is in particular q-complete then for any coherent 

COROLLARY 2. (a) If X is q-pseudoconvex, therc for any coherent sheaf 9

(b) If’ X is then for any coherent sheaf 7

PROOF OF COROLLARY 2. From Theorem 6 we get

we have a spectral sequence

The sheaf being coherent we get 00 (0 for X q.
complete) if r &#x3E; q from the theorem mentioned above. Also by definition
of depth we have

Therefore if 1 we have

dim .E2~’ ~  oo (0 for .~’ q-complete).
By an application of the addition to Theorem (II) we then obtain

COROLLARY 3. (a) If X is q-plleudoconvex, for any coherent ue

have I

is separated and dim

X is in lJarticular q complete, then for any coherent slzeaf ’g-,
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18. Duality on manifolds. For a q-pseudoconcave mani-
fold X of finite dimension n we may argue analogously. Now the basic fact
is the following.

8. If X is a qpseudoconeave space and 9 is any coherent sheaf
on X then

The proof of this theorem can be obtained following the argument
given in [2] section 21 using the following finiteness criterion.

LEMMA OF FINITENESS. Let X be a coinplex gpace. Let 7 be a coherent
sheaf on X.

Suppose there exists an open relatively conipact subset A of X such that
the natural 1nap

is szcrjective.
Then

PROOF. Let B be open relatively compact subset in X such that

Let (Ie = be a countable locally fiute covering of X
by relatively compact Stein open sets and such that if

Let

be a flabby resolution of 9 be represented by

with support of 3 CA. By transforming the representative 3 into the

6ech representative one realizes that this 6ech representative ti I
can be so choosen that

Consider the following spaces
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These are closed subspaces of C8 £F) and thus have the structure of a
space of Fréchet-Schwartz.

We have an algebraic isomorphism

On the space Zk (~~ ~’) we consider the structure of inductive limit of the

spaces of Fréchet-Schwartz 

Analogously we consider the spaces

as spaees of Fréchet-Schwartz and on

we consider the topology of the inductive limit.
Note that the coboundary map

is continuous, as the composite map

can be factored as follows

with 6) continuous, I (N) &#x3E; N being a sufficiently large integer. From the
remark made at the beginning it follows that there exists a positive integer

No such that every ~ E H§ (X, 9) has a representative in ZNo 
Let ~~ "" ~ new Stein covering of X with c~ Ui for

all 
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We consider the map

defined by

where r is the restriction maps

Note that r is a compact map. Now a is surjective and both source
and target spaces for a are Souslin spaces inductive limit of Banach spaces.
Therefore a is a topological homomorphism. Moreover, every compact disk
in the target space of g is the image by a of a compact disk in the source
space. This follows from the fact that both source and target spaces of u
are spaces e7. (Of. [8] p. 270 and [2] p. 119). By a standard argument of
L. Schwartz if follows that

and

Applying the addition to Theorem (I) we get

COROLLARY 1. If X is q-pseudoconcave then for any coherent gheaf 9

is separated
and

COROLIJÅRY 2. is q-pseudoconcave then for any coherent sheaf c;¡

PROOF. We have I ’) and we have a spectral

we get finite dimensionality.
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If X is q-pseudoconoave we get for any coherent sheaf 9

I is separacted and

Note the proof of the separation of
the first time.

§ 9. Duality on complex spaces.

19. Cohomology with compact support of domain of holomotphy. a-) Let
X be a Stein manifold of pure dimension n. Let 7 be a coherent analytic
sheaf on X.

The situation with cohomology and homology groups on X is the fol-

lowing

is a Fréchet-Schwartz spaco

= strong dual of .~° (X, 

The situation for cohomology with compact supports and homology
with closed support is more complicated. From Theorem 6 and the spectral
sequence for the functor EXT we deduce an algebraic isomorphism

One is lead to ask if this is a topological isomorphism or, equivalently
if the following is true

The aim of the following considerations is to prove this fact.

b) We assume first that is a domain of holomorphy. By
Serre’s duality we have an algebraic isomorphism H;: (D, Ô) = Hom cont.
- - - -, -

(7) Serre’s dnali ty says that the isomorphism is topological when H k n (D, 0) is endo-

wed with the topology coming from the Dolbeault resolution of ð by currents. Here,
however, H/ (D, ð) is considered with the topology coming from the corresponding 6’ech
complex.
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LEMMA = be a locally finite countable Stein covet’il1g
of D, by i-elatively coinpact subsets of D. Each element co defines
a continuous linear map

In Bk Ô) is Hausdorff.

PROOF. Let f E (01, 0) and let be a (0, n) C °° form representing
by the Dolbeault isomorphism the cohomology class of E. The form ø has

compact support and the pairing given by Serre duality is given by

Let be a C°° partition of unity subordinate to the covering Ql.
For

we construct the sequence of C °° forms

Note that On has compact support. Moreover if 17 is a cocycle, then on is
a Dolbeault epresentative of ~r~~. It follows that the linear map ~w~ ~ ) is

induced by the linear map

given by

For each Uio’" in the composed map
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is continuous. Therefore Å.ro is continuous. The same is true for its restric-

tion l~ ,C)1, 0) and therefore  cu, ~ 5 is continuous.

COROLLARY. The space Hk (D, Õ) with its Cech topology ill topologically
isomorphic to the strong dual of Qn) (with its Fréchet-Schwartz topology).

PROOF. By corollary 2 to lemma 2 of n. 16 Hfi (D, 0) has the topology
of a strong dual of a space of Frechet-Schwartz. We have also a natural

bijection

Both spaces are reflexive and A, by lemma 1, is weakly continuous. There-

fore A is also strongly continuous. Consequently Â is a topological iso-

morphism.

LEMMA 2. Let D be a bounded domain of holomorphy in In and let 7

be a coherent analytic sheaf o-rc (In. Then .Flk (D, ~ ) is algebraically isomorphio
to the dual of the Frechet space r (D, Hom (17 Qn)).

PROOF. (a) We consider on D a presentation of 7 of the form

From this applying the functor ’Mom (., Qn) and identifying (0n)’i with

geOID we get an exact sequence

and thus an exact sequence of Frécbet spaces,

In it the maps and le* are topological homomorphisms.
(~) Now we remark that for any coherent sheaf 9 on D admitting

on D a finite free resolution

we must have
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. This can be proved by induction on the length d of the resolution as
for d --- 0 the statement follows by Serre duality. Indeed, setting j2==
= Ker 2013~ we get a short exact sequence

and £ admits on D a free resolution of length ~ d -1.
From the exact cohomology sequence with compact support derived

from ~~) we get the exact sequences

and if i &#x3E; 0 we have (D, OeO) = 0 = Hn+i+l (D, E) by the inductive

hypothesis. Thus the conclusion (cf. also [15]).
(y) Since 9 is given on it admits on D a finite free resolution

(3). Splitting that into short exact sequences and writing the corresponding
cohomology sequences with compact support we derive in particular the
exact sequence (taking (p) into account)

By the corollary to lemma 1 Hk’ (D, are duals of Fréchet.Schwartz

spaces and a~ is continuous and the transpose of the topological homomor-

phism Thus ot, is , a topological homomorphism. Therefore H? (D, ~ ~
can be algebraically identified with the topological vector space Coker a~ .

The assertion then follows from the duality lemma.

LEMMA 3. Let ~ . E I be a countable covering of D by Stein open
set,! Ui such that each ITi is a c01npact Stein subset of D. Then each element
a) E r ( I), cgom !2’tl)) defines a continuous linear map of Hkn ‘,~ ) into I.

In _particular Hfi ~ ) is 

PROOF. With the same notations as in the proof of the previous lem.
ma, for each i E I we have an exact sequence

in which each space has the structure of a strong dual of a space of Fr6-
chet.Schwartz and where a and s are topological homomorphisms. By taking
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direct sums we get an exact sequence

in which each space is again the strong dual of a space of Frdchet-Sebwartz
and where a and 8 are topological homomorphisms-

Given we can consider Note

that ~~(c~)==0. Now given a C °° partition of unity subordinate to the
covering c2t, we can define as in lemma 1 a continuous linear map

Note that vanishes on Im a because .

defines a continuous linear functional 0~ on

If cocycle representing a cohomology class ~ E Hx iF)
then

This proves that  co, . ) is continuous on HI: (D, 97).

COROLLARY. The topological vector space -Uk" (D, is topologically iso-

morphic to the strong dual of the space I’(D, Hom (CJ, .on)).

c) Let f7 be a coherent sheaf on (tn. Then on any bounded domain

of holomorphy D c en, J admits a finite free resolution

Applying the functor geom (., on) and identifying geom (C)9’, S~’~) with 
we get a complex ef coherent sheaves and homomorphisms

By definition the p-th cohomology sheaf of this complex is the sheaf
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Taking global sections we get a complex

of Fr6chet spaces in which each map is a topological homomorphism. By
definition the p.th cohomology group of the complex (5) is the group
EXTP (D ; 7, As it is constructed it has a natural structure of Frechet

space. Also since êxtp (7, is coherent the space r (D, (£Q Qn)) has
a natural structure of a Fr6chet space. Moreover, since D is Stein we have
a canonical algebraic isomorphism

LEMMA 4. The isomorphism (6) is a topological isomorphism. In pa’rticular
the Fréchet structure on EXTP (D ; 9, Qn) is independent of the choice of the
resolution (3).

PROOF. By definition we have the exact sequence of sheaves

Since D is Stein we get the exact sequence

The spaces are Fr6chet spaces and the maps are topological homomorphisms.
From the sequence

we get the exact sequence of Fr6chet spaces and continuous maps

Thus a topological isomorphism

Analogously from the exact sequences
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we get topological homomorphisms of Frechet spaces in the exact sequences

This shows that the image of 1m tap) into r (D, is the closed

subspace Im From this the contention of

the lemma follows.

We consider now the complex obtained from the resolution (3) applying
the functor Ht (D, ),

Each space has a structure of a dual of a space of Fréchet-Schwartz and

each map is continuous. But the complex (6) is the dual of the complex
(5) therefore each map at is a topological homomorphism. Considering this
as a complex of chains we get that the homology groups

are all Hausdorff and have a natural structure of a strong dual of a space
of Fréchet-Schwartz.

By splitting the sequence (3) into short exact sequences and writing
the corresponding cohomology sequences with compact supports we get an

algebraic isomorphism

LEMMA 5. The isomorphism (7) is a topological isomorphism..

PROOF. For p = n the statement follows from the exact sequence

in which each space is a dual of a space of Frechet-Schwartz and where

all maps are continuous. Note that here we make use of lemma 3.

Suppose p  n. Let U .- be a countable covering of D by Stein

open sets such that for each i E I Ui is a compact Stein set in D.
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Let a~ and split the resolution (3) in short exact sequences

where Zi = Ker ai. From these we deduce short exact sequences

’ In these each space is a strong dual of a space of Fréchet.Scbwartz
and all maps, being continuous, are topological homomorphisms. Taking
direct sume we get exact sequences of complexes

In these complexes the spaces are all duals of spaces of Fréchet-Schwartz

and the maps are continuous, therefore topological homomorphisms. We can
thus apply the lemma of n. 15 (a) and we deduce a sequence of continuous

bijections 
-

Moreover we have the exact sequences

della Scuola Norm. Sup. di Pisa.
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Note that the maps a, must be topological homomorphisms. Therefore

Hence we have a continuous bijection

It follows that Hgk must be Hausdorff and consequently that bijection
must be a topological isomorphism.

we know that H# (D, 7) = 0.

PROPOSITION 15. For every integer p &#x3E; 0 Hl (D, is topologically iso-
morphic to the strong dual of the space Fréchet-Schwartz T(D, cxtn-p (J, 

PROOF. Apply the duality lemma to the dual sequences (5) and (6) and
use lemma 4 and lemma 5.

20. Cohomology with compact support of a Stein space. Let 7 be a cohe-
rent analytic sheaf on (In. We consider the countable covering of cn given
by open balls of rational radius centered at points with coordinates having
rational real and imaginary parts.

be this covering. For each i E I Ui is a Stein compact
set.

Let E 1)* be the sequence of open balls centered at the origin,
with radius m = 1, 2, 3, .... Let .

Then each CJ1m is a covering of Dm .
Consider the cohomology groups

We have a sequence of natural maps

and
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These maps are continuous as they are induced at the cochain level by the
continuous maps

Note that is the transpose of the restriction map
m

Since Dm is Runge in the maps have a dense image. Therefore
the maps are injective. We can consider the inductive limit of the

family of strong duals of spaces of Fréchet-Schwartz and continuous maps

(Dm , 7), Let Jim He (-D~ , 7) be this limit space.

Note that each element defines a continuous

linear map

by setting

Since the image of r~° is dense in cxtn-p (g, the maps 100
for wE cxtn-p separate points. Therefore the space lim Hkv (Dm, CJ)

-+

is Hausdorff and therefore has the structure of a strong dual of a space
of Fréchet - Schwartz (this space being a quotient of the direct sum

Also we have a natural continuous map

which is bijective.

LEMMA. The linear functions on HC (~n, ~ ) are also continuous.

PROOF. Let 0 : ) be the natural map. We have

to show that Too ~ ~,~, o 0 is continuous. Since Zkv (~, ~ ) is a dual of a

space of Fréchet-Schwartz, it is enough to show that the restriction of ~,~,
to bounded sets is continuous (cf. [8] p. 318). Now each bounded set of
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Zk is contained in a set of the form

where the sum is over a finite set J of p tuples io ... ip. Therefore there
exists an integer mo such that

The inclusion is a topological homomorphism since it is continuous and the

image is the set

which is closed.

It is enough to show therefore that ~) is continuous. But

this follows from proposition 15.

COROLLARY. The space Hkp is Hausdorff, therefore the conti-

nuous bjiection (1) is a topological isomorphism.

PROPOSITION 16. The space Hp :1) is isomorphic to the strong dual
of the space of Fréchet-Schwartz "1 (In, cxtn-p 

PROOF. Denoting by a dash the strong dual of a space, we get

This result completes an algebraic statements of C. Banica and 0. Sta-

nasila [3].

PROPOSITION 17. Let X be a finite, dimensional Stein space and let 9

be any coherent analytic sheaf on X. Then, f’or each _p :;~ 0 the spaces Hk (X, 7)
are Hausdorff strong duals of spaces of Fréohet Schwartz.

t
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PROOF. We have a holomorphic homeomorphism a: X -+ (In which is

proper. For every n ... n = U, we have topological isomorphisms

Thus, the corresponding Oech complexes on X with respect to with

values in 9 and on (tn with respect to C)1 with values in are topolo-
gically isomorphic.

Since is coherent the assertion follows from proposition 16.

21. Dualizing sheaves and cosheaves. a) Let X be a complex analytic
space and let J be a coherent analytic sheaf on X. For each integer q ~ 0
we consider the presheaf

for all U c CW, where is the collection of all relatively compact Stein
open sets of X.

By proposition 15 each space has a natural structure of a

space of Fréchet-Schwartz. The restrictions mappings, 

are the transposed of the extension maps

We denote by the sheaf associated to the presheaf r ~;.

PROPOSITION 18. (a) The coherent analytic sheaf on X
for every q ~ 0, 1, ....

(b) If is a Stein open set, finite dimensional, then 
strong dual 

PROOF. Let yr: D~ -~ ~71 be a proper holomorphic bijection of U into
some numerical space (tn. Let F c U. Then
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It follows that

and therefore it is a coherent sheaf.

Moreover

REMARKS. (a) We have

The first fact follows from (1), the second from a result of Reiffen [15].
(b) If ~’ is non-singular of pure complex dimension n then

(c) If X is non.singular of pure dimension n and if iF is locally free
then

and

b) Dually we can consider on X the precosheaf given by

for CU9, with the natural inclusion maps if V

As a consequence of the previous proposition, since spaces of Frécbet-
Schwartz are reflexive, we obtain the following :

PROPOSITION 19. The precosheaf gel is the dual cosheaf to the co-

herent sheaf In particular

(a~) is a cosheaf

(b) for every U E CU9 we have
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REMARKS. We have

(b) If X is non singular of complex dimension n then

(c) If moreover 9 is locally free, then

21. The spectral sequence of homology and cohomology. (a) Let X be a
complex space, let J be an analytic coherent sheaf on X, and let 07 P be
dual families of supports as in n. 5 (b).

THEOREM 9. There exists a spectral sequence E" ’ converging to

H"-p (X, with E2 term :

PROOF. Let

be an injective (or flabby) resolution of 9. Let D (9p) be the associated

cosheaf (n. 6 (c)) where

Consider the double complex K --- I y where

where c2i is a countable locally finite covering by relatively compact open
Stein sets, adapted to 0.

Taking first the homology with respect to the differential of the 6ech

complex we get (proposition 5)
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Therefore

Now we consider the second spectral sequence.
We first take the cohomology of the complex

Therefore, this cohomology is given by

Taking then homology with respect to the differential of the Öech complex
we get

by the Leray theorem.

EXERCISE. Deduce the same result from proposition 11 taking CJ = 0,

REMARKS. (a) If is separated or if H;-l (X, is

separated then we have

(b) If (X, gel (~~) is separated or if
. ted, then we have
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COROLLA-RY 1. is a compact complex space then there exi8ts a

spectral sequence

or dually

COROLLVRY 2. (a) For a Stein space ( finite dimensional) we have

or dually

(b) Also the spectral sequence

COROLLARY 3. Let X be a complex space imbedded as a closed analytic
subspace of some complex manifold. Let 9 be a coherent analytic sheaf on X,
then there exists a spectral sequence

PROOF. We may assume X to be an analytic subset of a connected

complex manifold .M~ of dima .l~ = n.
We consider on M a family of supports Yf such that

We have

where 9 is the trivial extension of 9 to M.
Now we have a spectral sequence

Locally, for a small Stein set IT c M, we have

(proposition 15)
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Thus a spectral sequence

22. The connections with the dualizing complex. (a) Let (X, Õ) be a com-
plex space, let gc. be a graded complex of 0-modules and let 0 --~ C)C- --~ ~~
be an injective resolution of ge.. Let F be an additive functor defined in

the category of 0 modules. One defines for every integer p-th right derived
functor or F

where F (y) is the simple complex associated to the double complex ob.

tained from 9. by application of the functor F. The definition is meaningful
as it is independent of the choice of the injective resolution.

In [17] the following theorems are proved.

THEOREM, For any contplex space (X, 0) there exists a complex of
Ô-modules having the following properties

(i) If X is reduced and finite dimensional then the complex is

bounded.

(ii) If f : X -+ Y is a closed or open imbedding of complex spaces

there is defined an isomorphism of complexes

with natural compotibility conditions for contposition8 of imbeddings.

(iii) If X is a manifold of dimension n aud S~ [n] is the complex with
all components zero except that in degree - n which equals Qn, then CXi is

a resolution of Q [n] and the stalks exI, x are injective for every
x E X and every integer p.

(iv) Let V be an analytic subset of a Stein manifold Y of dimension

n and let ~’ be a coherent sheaf on X such that its trivial extensions admits

a finite free resolution. Then

where JEXTk denotes the right derived functors of the functor HOMk (X, ‘, · ).
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(v) We have, under the assumptions of (iv),

for every integer p,

Ext denotes the right derived functor of (7,-).

PROPOSITION 20. Let X be a reduced finite dimensional complex space then

for any coherent y on X.

PROOF. Consider an injective resolution of and the

double complex

where % is a locally finite Stein covering by relatively compact open sub-
sets adapted to the family of supports ~’. Here

Since 9q is injective by proposition 5 the precosheaf CJ(omk (:1, 
= (Homk gq), i§) I is flabby. Differentiation with respect to the Öech

operator gives therefore

Taking the homology with respect to the operator induced by the simple
complex associated to the double complex 9 we get

We now calculate the second spectral sequence. The term "Ei’ q is the

homology group of the complex
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Now, with the notations of n. 5, we have for any cosheaf 

Since homology commutes with direct limits and products we get

where JExtk is the precosheaf

By the previous theorem (iv) we have therefore

Therefore

By the Leray theorem (C)1, 9~) (X, and this concludes the proof

COROLLARY. We have an isomorphisme

In particular for 9 = ô, (C~~ is the p-th cohomology object of the dualizing
complex 

Pisa, University
Berkeley, Univer8ity of California
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